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Introduction

Cancer have been still the leading causes of death 
globally, thus highlighting the need for public health 
approaches to combat this health issue (1). For improving 

outcomes of patients with cancer, innovative treatments 
and treatment equipment for cancer are developing and 
evaluating. Clinical trials are fundamental platforms for 
the development of clinical treatments and guidelines, and 
practices for cancer management.
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The World Health Organization (WHO) launched the 
International Clinical Trials Registry Platform (ICTRP) in 
2006 to consolidate data on trials registered in national and 
regional registries worldwide, thus providing a single point 
of access for all clinical trials registered globally. Collected 
data items differ depending on the primary registry but 
include at least the data items recommended in the WHO 
Trial Registration Data Set (TRDS), is publicly available 
in the registered record for all trials (2). The ICTRP 
integrates data from various countries and releases them 
generally in a downloadable format. 

There have been many analyses on clinical trials, however 
most of them were studies using data of the regulatory 
agency or a clinical trial registry, e.g., ClinicalTrials.gov, 
UMIN-CTR (3-11). It was limited to a few studies by 
using ICTRP that focused on specific countries, organs or 
comprehensive study (12-15). Furthermore, the feature of 
countries regarding clinical trials for cancer were unknown. 
In this study, we aimed to examine and descriptively identify 
the number of cancer clinical trials registered in the world 
and the fundamental characteristics in Asian 4 countries 
of China, India, Japan and South Korea, focusing on study 
characteristics, e.g., phase or targeted size.

Methods

ICTRP registry

The ICTRP was established by the WHO in 2006. 
The information/data from each trial on the ICTRP 
website consists of the items detailed in the WHO Trial 
Registration Data Set (2). At the time that the present 
study was conducted, 17 national and regional clinical trial 
registries in Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America and the 
Caribbean, Northern America, and Oceania had provided 
data on registered clinical trials to the ICTRP.

Extraction of data from the ICTRP

This cross-sectional study was performed descriptively. 
First, we performed an advanced search of the ICTRP 
database on September 20, 2019. After inputting the 
disease name in the condition column, data for the 
corresponding clinical trials were retrieved. In this study, 
we entered “Neoplasia or Neoplasm or Tumor or Cancer 
or Malignancy or Malignant” in the condition field. “ALL” 
was selected as the recruitment status field for the advanced 
search, and we subsequently analyzed the data from all 

clinical trials that were retrieved from this search. Of the 
clinical trials registered with the ICTRP (2), we acquired 
80,677 data sets for analysis. The registered records for 
these studies were downloaded in XML format. For studies 
that were registered in more than one registry (“duplicate” 
registration), we included only the record with the earliest 
registration date (all ICTRP data that are publicly available 
are automatically “deduplicated”, meaning that duplicate 
records of trials that were registered in more than one 
registry were removed). Among the identified studies, we 
included those with dates of registration between January 
1, 2005 and December 31, 2018 and further subdivided 
them into observational and interventional studies based 
on the entries in the “Study Type” field. The clinical study 
data obtained from the above search criteria included all 
studies from three categories consists of intervention trials, 
observational studies and others based on WHO-TRDS.

Statistical analysis 

Using descriptive analysis, we assessed the number and 
proportion of the following items to characterize and 
evaluate trends from 2005 (the earliest year of registration 
of a trial in one of the registries included in the ICTRP 
database) to 2018: (I) cancer interventional studies, (II) non-
interventional studies for cancer, and (III) interventional 
studies for cancer recruited in the Asian 4 countries of 
China, India, Japan, South Korea. Then, for further 
analysis of the interventional studies for cancer conducted 
in Asian countries mentioned above, and the United States 
(US) from 2016 to 2018, we investigated the following 
characteristics: the registered clinical trial registry, study 
phase, estimated target size, and the type of sponsorship 
(industrial, e.g., pharmaceutical/bioresearch company or 
non-industrial, e.g., hospitals, university or researcher). 
Cochran-Armitage trend tests and Chi-squared were 
used to compare categorical and continuous variables on 
oncology trials, respectively. The aforementioned analyses 
were conducted using the R statistical package, version  
3.5.2 (16). 

Results

In total, 80,677 cancer clinical studies were identified using 
the ICTRP. After the inclusion based on the registration 
date, 70,457 clinical studies on cancer were analyzed for 
trends in the ICTRP registration.
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The annual number of registered cancer clinical trials

The registration trends were analyzed among 56,562 
characterized interventional studies and 13,895 non-
interventional studies. The annual number of the registered 
cancer trials in 2005–2018 are summarized in Figure 1. The 
number of registered clinical studies increased substantially, 
and there was more than two-fold increase between 
2005 and 2018 (3,172 to 8,156 studies). The number of 
registered interventional and non-interventional studies 
increased an approximately two-fold (2,922 to 5,815 trials) 
and nine-fold (250 to 2,341 studies), respectively. The 
associations between the number of registered clinical trials 
and year of registration were assessed by a simple linear 
regression analysis, which revealed a significant association 
between the number of registered clinical trials and year of 
registration [interventional studies: β =241.5, 95% CI (14): 
211.7, 271.2, adjusted r2 =0.960; all cancer clinical studies: β 
=382.2, 95% CI: 329.6, 434.8, adjusted r2 =0.951].

The number of conducted cancer clinical trials by 4 country 
in Asia

After the exclusion of 13,895 non-interventional studies, 
56,562 interventional studies remained. Between 2005 and 
2018, the highest number of cancer clinical trials registered 
in the ICTRP were enrollment in the US (19,392 trials), 
followed by Japan (8,429 trials). The number of cancer 
clinical trials conducted in Asian countries was as follows: 

China (5,233 trials), South Korea (2,919 trials), and India 
(1,493 trials). Trends for the cancer interventional studies 
conducted in conducted countries which consist of India, 
South Korea, Japan and China, and were analyzed from 
2005 to 2018 (Figure 2). Among the above mentioned 
Asian 4 countries, the numbers of trials were significantly 
increasing (India vs. Except India, P<0.001; South Korea 
vs. Except South Korea, P<0.001; Japan vs. Except Japan; 
China vs. Except China, P<0.001). 

Comparisons of characteristics on cancer clinical trials in 
Asian 4 countries and the US

Details, e.g., source register or study phase of the study, 
of the cancer clinical trials within 4 countries in Asia and 
the US in the last three years were described to clarify 
the characteristics of Asian countries (Table 1). Clinical 
trials conducted in China, South Korea and the US had 
the highest number of registrations on ClinicalTrials.gov 
(China, 61.6%, South Korea, 62.9%, the US, 88.5%). 
Clinical trials conducted in China and South Korea were 
also less registered in their domestic registries. The registry 
with the second highest number of registrations for clinical 
trials conducted in China was a China-based registry 
(34.1%), while in South Korea the second most commonly 
used registry was EU-CTR as of European registry (15.1%). 
Conversely, a high proportion of clinical trials conducted in 
India, and Japan were registered in their own registries, e.g., 

Figure 1 The annual number of registered studies in the International Clinical Trials Registry Platform from 2005 to 2018.
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Clinical Trials Registry-India or Japan primary registries 
network each (India, 76.8%; Japan, 78.7%). In India and 
Japan, the second most commonly used clinical trial registry 
was ClinicalTrials.gov (India, 15.0%, Japan, 13.3%). 

In 4 countries in Asia, the majority of the trials were 
in phase 2 trials and phase 3 trials (phase 2, 1,239 trials; 
phase 3, 1,235 trials). In each 4 countries of Asia, a greater 
number of phase 3 trials were conducted (China, 15.6%, 
India, 28.3%, Japan, 15.7%, South Korea, 33.8%, the 
US, 12.1%) (P<0.001 vs. the US, respectively), whereas 
lower proportion of phase 1 and phase 2 trials took place 
compared to in the US (phase 1, China, 10.3%, India, 2.1%, 
Japan, 8.7%, South Korea, 8.2%, the US, 21.8%; phase 2, 
China, 20.6%, India, 10.8%, Japan, 17.1%, Korea, 27.3%, 
the US, 30.3%) (phase 1, P<0.001 vs. the US, respectively; 
phase 2, P<0.001, China, India and Japan vs. the US, 
respectively, P=0.069, South Korea vs. the US). In India and 
Japan, high proportion of the category of “Others” were 
also selected (India, 39.2%, Japan, 52.3%) (P<0.001 vs.  
the US).

Around half of the trials conducted in the US and Japan 
had smaller for targeted sample size with 1–50 cases (sum 
of 1–10 cases and 11–50 cases) (Japan, 49.4%, the US, 
45.3%). In contrast, in South Korea, and India, trials with 
over 100 cases (sum of 101–1,000 cases and >1,000 cases) 
accounted for more than 40 % of all trials (Korea, 41.2%, 
India, 41.1%), which were significantly higher proportion 

(P<0.001 vs. the US, respectively). 
Concerning the sponsorship, South Korea had a 

significantly higher proportion of industrial sponsorship 
than the US (South Korea, 56.7%, the US, 38.1%) (P<0.001 
vs. the US). Conversely, China, India and Japan had a lower 
proportion of industrial sponsorship (China, 19.4%, India, 
30.0%, Japan, 22.5%) (China, P<0.001, India, P=0.405, 
Japan, P<0.001).

Discussion

The present study investigated the cancer clinical trials of 
the world registered in the clinical trial registries and the 
characteristics and trends in these trials in Asian 4 countries 
of China, India, Japan and South Korea. Previous studies on 
cancer clinical trials have only reported on studies included 
in specific countries or organs (5,7,9,14). However, none 
have involved comprehensive evaluation or comparison 
between countries. This study demonstrated an increase in 
the annual number of cancer clinical trials by utilizing the 
WHO-ICTRP and revealed the characteristics of cancer 
clinical trials conducted in those 4 countries.

Our findings are consistent with those reported in 
previous studies in which there was an annual increase in 
the number of trials registered in ICTRP (15). Previous 
studies were not specific to cancer and thus our findings 
are novel in that they report on cancer trials. In this study, 

Figure 2 Distribution of interventional studies for cancer conducted in Asian 4 countries which were registered during 2005–2018 from 
ICTRP.
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Table 1 Characteristics of intervention studies for cancer conducted in Asian 4 countries on ICTRP in 2016–2018

China India Japan South Korea United States

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

Total 2,521 100 526 100 2,333 100 967 100 4,830 100

Register Top3

1st, Source CT.gov CTRI JPRN CT.gov CT.gov 

1,553 61.6 404 76.8 1,836 78.7 608 62.9 4,273 88.5

2nd, Source Chi CTR CT.gov CT.gov EU CTR EU CTR

859 34.1 79 15.0 311 13.3 146 15.1 404 8.4

3rd, Source EU CTR EU CTR EU CTR CRiS German CTR

67 2.7 20 3.8 150 6.4 200 20.7 23 0.5

Study Phase

Phase 0 2 0.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 0.0

Phase 1 259 10.3 11 2.1 203 8.7 79 8.2 1,053 21.8

Phase 1/Phase 2 170 6.7 18 3.4 102 4.4 71 7.3 551 11.4

Phase 2 519 20.6 57 10.8 399 17.1 264 27.3 1463 30.3

Phase 2/Phase 3 51 2.0 28 5.3 33 1.4 23 2.4 62 1.3

Phase 3 393 15.6 149 28.3 366 15.7 327 33.8 586 12.1

Phase 4 184 7.3 57 10.8 10 0.4 29 3.0 55 1.1

Others 943 37.4 206 39.2 1,220 52.3 174 18.0 1,058 21.9

Target sample size

1–10 46 1.8 9 1.7 234 10.0 22 2.3 452 9.4

11–50 475 18.8 140 26.6 920 39.4 199 20.6 1,733 35.9

51–100 312 12.4 157 29.8 399 17.1 102 10.5 724 15.0

101–1,000 519 20.6 186 35.4 464 19.9 353 36.5 728 15.1

>1,000 30 1.2 30 5.7 47 2.0 45 4.7 26 0.5

Others 1,139 45.2 4 0.8 269 11.5 246 25.4 1,167 24.2

Sponsors

Industry 490 19.4 158 30.0 526 22.5 548 56.7 1,840 38.1

Others 2,031 80.6 368 70.0 1,807 77.5 419 43.3 2,990 61.9

CT.gov, ClinicalTrials.gov; CRiS, Clinical Research Information Service Republic of Korea; CTRI, Clinical Trials Registry-India; EU CTR, EU 
Clinical Trials Register; German CTR, German Clinical Trials Register; JPRN, Japan Primary Registries Network.

the numbers of cancer clinical trials were increasing 
between 2005 and 2018 both in the world and in the Asian 
4 countries. Other studies found that the number of cancer 
clinical trials initiated and approved by the regulatory 
affairs increased in China and South Korea (5,9,17). In the 

present study, the number of cancer clinical trials conducted 
in China and South Korea was also increasing during 2005 
and 2018, suggesting that the growth number of clinical 
trials for cancer might be led to have increased the number 
of approvals. The number of cancer clinical trials conducted 
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in India and Japan were also increasing in this study. Some 
studies have been indicated that Asian countries have grown 
rapidly to be conducted the clinical trials, suggested that 
they have potential to grow into major players in previous 
studies (6,18). The increase in the number of registered 
cancer clinical trials of Asian 4 countries in this study is also 
consistent with those results and can be seen as reflecting 
the annual increase of the conducted cancer clinical trials in 
Asia. The effects for the number of trials in Asian countries 
are thought to be the followings. At first, the increased 
cancer patients in Asia might be considered. The age-
standardized incidence rate on cancer is growing (19), 
and it may be thought that the number of cancer patients 
is increasing. The large number of untreated patients 
contributes significantly to the implementation of clinical 
trials. The increasing number of cancer patients also may 
contribute the development of patients’ medical knowledge 
and their willingness to participate in clinical trials. 
Moreover, the number of patients, and even the number 
of clinical trials, would be attributed to the size of the 
country's population. Secondly, operating costs on clinical 
trials in Asia were also considered to affect. In industrial 
clinical trials, clinical trial costs in Asia are also considered 
to be lower than in the United States and western Europe 
(20,21). The advantages of lower operational costs might 
be thought as contributing factors to increase the number 
clinical trials. Thirdly, the improvement of environment 
to conduct clinical trials could contribute, e.g., centers or 
sites generate high-quality data (5,22). In South Korea 
and China, it was thought that the clinical trials are being 
promoted that patients are aggregated and pooled, and that 
the system is efficiently set up to influence clinical research 
(9,17,22). Finally, the dissemination of EBM concepts 
or implementation of the International Conference on 
Harmonization-Good Clinical Practice (ICH-GCP), the 
improvement of regulatory environment (17,20,23,24). 
In addition, it might be also possible that the number 
of clinical trial registrations has increased due to the 
widespread understanding of clinical trial registration.

The characteristics on cancer clinical trials conducted in 
Asian 4 countries differed among countries in 2016–2018, 
e.g., the registered registries for cancer clinical trials. In 
China and South Korea, most of the cancer clinical trials 
conducted were registered with ClinicalTrials.gov. In 
contrast, most of cancer clinical trials conducted in Japan 
and India were not. The high proportion of its domestic 
registry in India was reported in the previous studies (8). 
Most of the studies being conducted in India might be 

registered in the Indian domestic registry. The registration 
trends in those registries varied among countries, therefore 
it should be considered that the characteristics on data in 
ClinicalTrials.gov and ICTRP for data analysis on cancer 
clinical trials. Previous study also reported the necessity 
of searching ICTRP in addition to ClinicalTrials.gov for 
systematic reviewers (25). 

In Asian 4 countries, there were many studies in phase, 
3, and in the US, there were many studies in early phases, 
e.g., phase 1. Prior study reported that the trend in Asian 
countries is with phase III clinical trials, not for early stage/
phase I clinical trials (6,7,11). In this study, we also found that 
trials with small sample sizes, e.g., 1–50 and early phases, e.g., 
phase 1 and 2 were frequently conducted in the US. 

The majority of the trials enrollment in Korea and 
the US were sponsored by the industries; however, many 
clinical trials in Japan and China are sponsored by others 
(non-industries). Due to the fact that industry-sponsored 
clinical trials are more common in the US and South 
Korea, this may be explained by the high proportion of 
studies registered in ClinicalTrials.gov and EU-CTR that 
are registries of clinical trials for investigational new drug. 
In this study, it was clarified the characteristics of cancer 
clinical trials in Asian 4 countries. Asian countries had the 
different characteristics. In China, the number of clinical 
trials has strikingly increased, and there was a possibility 
that the trend will continue to increase in the future (20). 
There were a lot of investigator-sponsored clinical trials 
and trial phase was relatively balanced (22). In India, many 
large-scale trials with late phase were conducted (6). In 
contrast, there are many small-scale trials with unclear of 
the phase in Japan, and there might be many trials on new 
treatment in clinical practice by clinicians. The number 
of clinical trials was large, but its increase rate has almost 
disappeared. In Korea, there are many trials conducted with 
large-scale, industrial sponsored, at phase 2 and 3 (9).

Our findings lead to a recommendation for the research 
on clinical trials in Asian 4 countries. The findings suggest 
considering the characteristics on data in ICTRP and 
national registry, e.g., ClinicalTrials.gov, for the research. 
There were founded several variations of cancer clinical 
trials of Asian 4 countries in this study, e.g., registered 
registry, phase, sponsor. It is necessary to select a database 
or data source according to the purpose of the research, and 
ICTRP might be one of the candidates in those cases.

The strength of the present study was that the data 
registered in the ICTRP was utilized, thus allowing us 
to evaluate the number of overall cancer clinical trials 
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conducted globally. Despite these strengths, this study 
was subject to several limitations. First, the type of 
intervention was not considered. While there are many 
types of clinical trials on cancer, such as drug treatment 
and surgery, diagnosis and prevention, and palliative care, 
the present study assessed aggregate data on cancer clinical 
trials. Depending on the type of intervention, factors 
such as the phase, sample size, and funding source might 
differ; however, this was not discussed in the current study. 
Therefore, further analysis might be required depending on 
the type of intervention type, target organ, and the study 
purpose. Second, the quality of data may vary among those 
registries, and not only from country to country (15,26). If 
there were many missing data, completeness of data might 
have affected the analysis. In addition, the accuracy of the 
data also affects the results. Differences in quality control 
and its procedures (8,26,27) and changes of the registry 
management systems might affect the quality of data on 
each registry. Therefore, differences in registered registries 
may affect inter-country comparisons, and it is necessary 
to pay attention carefully when handling and analyzing 
ICTRP data in the future. In a few items that not analyzed 
in this study, there were uncertain items on the data format. 
Thus, it would be desirable of continuous quality control in 
each registry, and standardization, cooperation of registered 
data inter-registry in the future (26). However, in this study, 
we could not find that there was obviously difference on 
items reported in this article between the registries with the 
exception of the unknown phase in Japanese studies.

Conclusions

In conclusion, our study descriptively clarified an increase 
and the characteristics of interventional studies for cancer 
in Asian 4 countries. It suggests taking that characteristics 
into account and select a database or data source discreetly 
for analysis of clinical trials, according to the purpose of the 
research and the required data. In the future, it is desirable 
to conduct a detailed study based on the differences between 
the target regions and the content of the interventions.
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